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A functional form for the energy spectrum is proposed, which includes a predissipative bottleneck
effect and an intermittency correction. The form contains five parameters for which five constraints
are formulated. Three of them are related to the condition that the integrals of the spectrum, E�k�,
k2E�k�, and k4E�k�, should yield appropriate values for total energy, enstrophy, and derivative
skewness. Two extra conditions are inferred from the location and height of the intermittency
corrected dissipation peak, which is found to be independent of Reynolds number �70�Re�

�1200� in high-resolution direct numerical simulations. Good representation of Direct Numerical
Simulation �DNS� and experimental data is found for a range of Reynolds numbers Re� between
250 and 1200. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2936312�

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, several proposals for a functional form to
describe the energy spectrum E�k� of high Reynolds number
turbulence have been proposed. Renewed current interest in
accurate and practical representations of energy spectra
stems, among others, from validation studies of large eddy
simulation �LES� models.1,2 These require detailed compari-
sons of LES results with the best representations of “true”
energy spectra. The inclusion of finite Reynolds number ef-
fects makes accurate representations of energy spectra across
all scales highly desirable. Most of the early attempts con-
centrated on the dissipation range of the spectrum, defining a
high-wavenumber “damping function” to merge the inertial-
range k−5/3 spectral slope to the viscous-dominated region.
The Heisenberg, Pao, and Kraichnan spectra3 are well-
known classic approaches. Currently, the Kraichnan4 expo-
nential decay of the energy at very high wavenumbers
�E�k��exp�−�k�� is believed to be the most appropriate rep-
resentation at high wavenumbers.5

Later, Smith and Reynolds6 have shown that functional
forms for the energy spectrum should comply with a set of
basic relations, i.e., the total enstrophy

E = �
0

�

k2E�k�dk

�with E= ����2	 /2, where �=��u is the vorticity and u is
the velocity field�, while the total palinstrophy,

P = �
0

�

k4E�k�dk ,

�with P= 1
2 ������2	� is also important since it can be re-

lated to the skewness of the longitudinal velocity derivative,

S3, when enstrophy production and dissipation are in
equilibrium.2,6 Interestingly, however, in Ref. 6, it was dem-
onstrated that satisfactory values of S3 cannot be attained by
only using exponential decay of the spectrum at high wave-
numbers. Attempts to improve this by shifting the onset of
the exponential decay to higher wavenumbers7,8 are only par-
tially satisfactory and fail to yield realistic values of S3 at
finite Reynolds numbers.2

Experiments and Direct Numerical Simulation �DNS� re-
sults over the past decade confirm the existence of a bottle-
neck at the onset of the dissipation range, which appears as a
bump in the compensated spectrum.1,9–11 If such a bump is
incorporated in the functional form of the energy spectrum,
realistic values for S3 can be obtained,12 in contrast to pre-
vious attempts discussed above. This is an important finding
which, as discussed further below, we have also verified
while investigating different candidate functional forms for
the spectra: the inclusion of the bottleneck straightforwardly
allows for realistic values of skewness of the longitudinal
velocity derivative.

The parametrization of a bottleneck in the functional
form for the energy spectrum necessarily introduces addi-
tional free parameters, which in the absence of an exact
theory of turbulence must be fitted to experiments or DNS.
In order to minimize the empiricism associated with such
fits, one wishes to utilize “exact” constraints as much as
possible. However, because there are more than two param-
eters required to include bottleneck and viscous effects, the
parameters are not uniquely determined by the two con-
straints related to enstrophy and palinstrophy mentioned be-
fore. Additional parameters associated with the height,
width, and location of the bottleneck are required. In the
current study, we reduce the involved empiricism in selecting
these parameters by introducing two new constraints. These
constraints are based on the new observation that the height
and location of the peak of the dissipation spectrum is inde-
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pendent of the Reynolds number, if intermittency corrections
are included. To this end, a set of high-resolution DNS data
for Reynolds numbers Re� between 70 and 1200 obtained
from Ref. 10 and 11 is evaluated.

We propose a functional form for the energy spectrum
which incorporates both the bottleneck and intermittency ef-
fects. The function contains five intrinsic parameters, of
which four are related to the high-wavenumber adaptation of
the inertial-range slope, and one to the low-wavenumber re-
gion. These parameters will be determined by five constraint
relations. The first two were already given above and are
supplemented with the requirement that the total energy,

Et = �
0

�

E�k�dk ,

which will mainly determine the low-wavenumber param-
eter. The location and the height of the intermittency cor-
rected dissipation peak provide the two remaining conditions
for the functional form of the spectrum. Using these five
relations to solve for the parameters, we show that the pro-
posed functional form fits DNS and experimental data very
well over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Since it is well
known that the derivative skewness in turbulence displays a
�weak� Reynolds number dependence, and there is possibly
an intermittency correction to the spectral slope, the param-
eters characterizing the bottleneck and viscous decay will be
shown to be by necessity �weakly� dependent on Reynolds
number. Furthermore, different ranges will be shown to af-
fect each other, e.g., the bottleneck range and the high-
wavenumber exponential decay display significant overlap.
This makes analytical solutions impossible and requires the
use of a numerical approach to find solutions to the set of
coupled constraint equations.

In Sec. II, the functional form is introduced and the re-
quirements related to energy, enstrophy, and palinstrophy are
briefly reviewed. Subsequently, in Sec. III, observations on
the intermittency corrected bottleneck are discussed, leading
to two extra constraints for the functional form. In Secs. IV
and V, results are discussed and comparisons with DNS and
experimental data are shown. Conclusions are presented in
Sec. VI.

This paper will not address the dynamical origins of the
bottleneck, but it is mentioned that recent numerical experi-
ments solving Navier–Stokes with hyperviscosity of various
orders suggests that the bottleneck is due to “aborted
thermalization,”13 i.e., a kind of “pileup” of energy near a
cutoff scale when modes are not available at larger wave-
numbers.

II. FUNCTIONAL FORM

First of all, following the classical conventions, we de-
fine a functional form for the energy spectrum as

E�k� = CK�2/3k−5/3�kL�−�fL�kL�f��k�� , �1�

where CK is the Kolmogorov constant, k is the wavenumber,
� is the rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation, and � is
the intermittency correction for the inertial-range slope of the
energy spectrum. The large-scale length scale L is defined as

L
Et
3/2 /�, and the Reynolds number Re
Et

1/2L /	, such that
Re= �L /��4/3 when �= �	3 /��1/4 is the Kolmogorov scale.

For the intermittency correction � of the spectral slope,
we take the log-normal approximation14 �=
 /9, which
should be reasonably accurate for the second order structure
functions and the related energy spectra.15 The standard em-
pirical value of 
=0.25 for the intermittency exponent is a
good representative value of most of the available literature.8

Following Pope’s notation,8 fL�kL� is a function which
reshapes the k−5/3 slope in wave numbers around the integral
length scale L �with fL�x→��→1 and fL�x→0�→0�, while
f��k�� reshapes the spectrum near the Kolmogorov scale �
�with f��x→0�→1 and f��x→��→0�. We propose

f��k�� = exp�− �1k���1 +
�2�k�/�4��3

1 + �k�/�4��3
� , �2�

where the factor

B�k�� = �1 +
�2�k�/�4��3

1 + �k�/�4��3
� �3�

is the bottleneck correction, which is used to shape the spec-
tral bump at the onset of the spectrum’s dissipation range.
We investigated different options for B�k��, with amongst
others a change of spectral slope,16 or a construction using an
arctan�log�k��� function.1,17 Among the options considered,
we found Eq. �3� as the only form which could comply with
the five constraints and retain satisfactory fits for the DNS
and experiments. Consequently, in the current study, we will
only present results which are constructed based on Eq. �3�.
Note that Eq. �3� was obtained by reconstructing the Cerruti
and Meneveau17 form with a tanh instead of an arctan func-
tion. Also note that the approach in Refs. 1 and 17 was more
ad hoc since they used direct fits to data to find all param-
eters without using constraint equations.

Our main focuss will be on the high-wavenumber part of
the spectrum and f�. However, for the comparison with ex-
periments, a low-wavenumber function fL is also needed. To
this end, we presume a Saffman spectrum �E�k��k2� at low
wavenumbers and use Von Kármán’s interpolation function
to obtain

fL�kL� =  kL

��kL�p + �5�1/p�5/3+�+2

. �4�

For the power p, a value of p=1.5 is employed. The func-
tions fL and f� thus contain in total five parameters, �1–�5,
for which five constraints will be formulated.

To this end, it is useful to define a compensated normal-
ized spectrum as function of k� according to

F�k�� =
k5/3�kL��E�k�

�2/3 = CKfL�k� Re3/4�f��k�� . �5�

Using this representation, the three conditions Et=�E�k�dk,
E=�k2E�k�dk, and P=�k4E�k�dk may be now, respectively,
rewritten as2,6

�
0

�

x−5/3−�F�x Re−3/4�dx = 1, �6�
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�
0

�

x1/3−� Re−3�/4 F�x�dx =
1

2
, �7�

�
0

�

x7/3−� Re−3�/4 F�x�dx =
− 7S3

12�15
, �8�

using x=k� as an auxiliary variable.
It is easily verified that Eqs. �6�–�8� grow independent

for increasing Reynolds numbers. In this case, the first �Eq.
�6�� will only condition the shape of fL, while the latter two
will independently condition the shape of f�. In a first step of
the analysis, we will concentrate on the form of the viscous
range and bottleneck function f� at high Reynolds numbers
and presume that fL=1, so that F=CKf�. As a consequence,
condition �6� falls away, together with the need to find �5.
Four parameters �1–�4 remain to be determined and two
additional constraints besides Eqs. �7� and �8� are required.
In order to motivate such constraints, in the next section, we
attempt to collapse the viscous and bottleneck portions of the
energy spectra obtained from DNS �Refs. 10 and 11� at vari-
ous Reynolds numbers.

III. INTERMITTENCY AND BOTTLENECK

In order to high-light the high-wavenumber portion
of the spectrum, we focus here on the dissipation spectrum
k2E�k�. Its integral is � /2	. When nondimensionalized and
written in Kolmogorov units, i.e., in terms of the variable
k�, the dissipation spectrum can be written as D�k��
= �k��1/3−�Re−3�/4F�k��, i.e., the integrand in Eq. �7� which
integrates out to 1

2 . Using the DNS data of Ref. 11, we evalu-
ate D�k�� and show the results in Fig. 1�a� at different
Reynolds numbers. Clearly, these spectra depend on the
Reynolds number, as can be observed in the height of the
dissipation peak. Therefore, if one were to attempt fitting a
bottleneck function, the height will be dependent on
Reynolds number making the parametrization difficult. In
Fig. 1�b�, we plot Re3�/4D�k��. As is apparent, in such an
“intermittency corrected” scaling, the peak becomes much
more independent of Reynolds number and a better collapse
is observed. In particular, the peak values of the spectra co-
incide for DNS from two different sources11,10 and a wide
range of Reynolds numbers between Re�=70 and 1200. It is
worth noting that experiments in shear flow �see Ref. 18�
have shown the location of the dissipation peak to be inde-
pendent of Reynolds number for Re��200. For Re��200 in
those experiments with mean shear, the peak location in-
creases with decreasing Reynolds number. This is in contrast
to the almost constant peak location obtained from the forced
DNS results10 �without shear� at Re�=70 and 125 in Fig. 1.
In the current study, we will mainly focus on Re��200 and
exclude low Reynolds number effects. At low Reynolds
numbers, differences between forced and decaying turbu-
lence might introduce additional complications �recall that
our enstrophy equilibrium constraint assumes stationarity or
high Reynolds number�.

Before proceeding, some counterintuitive trends need to
be discussed. By looking at Eq. �7�, we see that even in the
presence of intermittency, the integral of D�x� should be in-

dependent of Reynolds number, while F�x� cannot be inde-
pendent of Reynolds number since the left-hand side con-
tains a factor Re−3�/4. However, in Fig. 1�a�, it was shown
that D�x� clearly depends on the Reynolds number, as could
be observed in the height of the dissipation peak, while as
argued above its integral should be independent of the Rey-
nolds number. Conversely, by the same argument, the spectra
shown in Fig. 1�b�, Re3�/4D�x�, should have a Reynolds-
number-dependent integral �i.e., �Re3�/4�. Yet, in the figure,
these functions appear to be independent of the Reynolds
number over a wide range of Reynolds numbers between
Re�=70 and 1200. The apparent contradiction can be re-
solved by evaluating the premultiplied spectrum k�D�k�� in
Fig. 2. The visual area under these curves �in semilog scale�
is proportional to the value of the integral in Eq. �7�, and
from Fig. 2 there is indeed a dependence on the Reynolds
number of Re3�/4D�k�� coming from the high wavenumbers
to the right of the peak. Therefore, there is no contradiction
with the constraints. Subtle Reynolds number dependencies
in the functional forms cannot be avoided.

The one robust feature that appears to be quite clearly
independent of Reynolds number in Fig. 1�b� is the location
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FIG. 1. Enstrophy spectra D�k��= �k��1/3−�Re−3�/4F�k�� �a� and D�k��
multiplied with Re3�/4 �b�. Black lines �—; – –; –·; ¯� Re�=257, 417, 732,
1201 from DNS of forced isotropic turbulence by Kaneda et al. �Ref. 11�.
Gray lines �—; – –; –·� Re�=381, 125, 70 from DNS of forced isotropic
turbulence by Gotoh et al. �Ref. 10�. In �a�, the peak levels of the data of
Kaneda et al. are marked.
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and the height of the peak of the intermittency corrected
dissipation spectrum Re3�/4D�k��. Therefore, these two
quantitative observations are chosen as the two extra condi-
tions for the description of the energy spectrum, supplement-
ing Eqs. �7� and �8�. The location and the height are obtained
from one of the cases, namely, the 10243 DNS at Re�=381
from Ref. 10. The particular case is selected for its rather
high resolution for the selected Reynolds number, such that
also the palinstrophy spectrum, related to the calibration of
S3, is well resolved.

From the data, we find that the peak occurs at
kp�=0.167 and that the peak has a height equal to
Re3�/4D�kp��=1.40. This is consistent with visual observa-
tion in Fig. 1�b� but is obtained more precisely by using a
calibration that includes fitting all parameters. The fit is ob-
tained by optimizing the parameter set �1–�4 and Ck such
that the L2-error between the k5/3-compensated energy spec-
trum of the DNS and the functional form is minimal. Equa-
tion �7� is enforced as a constraint during the optimization. In
contrast, for the calibration, Eq. �8� is only used afterward to
obtain the skewness since S3 does not appear as an explicit
parameter in the functional form �5�. The constrained opti-
mization problem is solved based on a sequential quadratic
programing algorithm, for which the fmincon function of
MATLAB was used. The fit yields that CK=2.0 and �1�4.7,
�2�2.4, �3�2.4, and �4�0.12. When evaluating the im-
plied skewness coefficient, we obtain S3=−0.58, which cor-
responds well with the value of −0.574 listed in Ref. 10.

In Fig. 3, the results of the calibration are shown in
terms of the energy spectrum �instead of dissipation spec-
trum�, and a very good agreement between the DNS data and
the fitting function are found. Some thoughts have to be
spent on the Kolmogorov constant CK, found to be 2.0 in the
calibration, which is considerably higher than an often
quoted value of 1.6–1.7. The latter value has typically been
obtained by evaluating k5/3 premultiplied energy spectra and
examining the plateau in some range of wavenumbers in the
inertial range. For the sake of discussion, let us denote a
representative wavenumber in this range as kIR. The resulting

constant CK� found from a classical k5/3-compensation can be
expressed as function of the constant CK in the current study
by

CK� = CK�kIRL�−�f��kIR�� . �9�

Obviously, if intermittency plays a role, the factor �kIRL�−�

can significantly influence the value found for CK� , especially
at very high Reynolds numbers where an inertial-range
wavenumber can be much larger than the wavenumber L−1

corresponding to the integral scale �so that kIRL�1�. More-
over, f��kIR���1 may also prompt differences between CK�
and CK. This has been a known cause for an overestimation
of the Kolmogorov constant in early DNS, where the con-
stant was measured near the peak of the spectral bump19 such
that f��1.

Prior to the predissipative bump in the spectrum, there
may be a small dent in the compensated spectrum �with
f��1�, further complicating the measurement of the
Kolmogorov constant. This dent was first highlighted in Ref.
20 based on atmospheric data at Re�=1.7�104. It was ob-
served that the intermittency corrected slope �−5 /3−�� was
only recovered for k1��2�10−3 �in a one-dimensional
spectrum�, while prior to the bottleneck, a steepening of the
slope was observed. In the calibration of Fig. 3, such a dent
is also observed. Here, this dent is related to the early onset
of the exponential decay.

IV. BEHAVIOR AT OTHER REYNOLDS NUMBERS

In this section, four constraints are applied for a variety
of Reynolds numbers and the results are compared with
DNS. Effects related to the fifth parameter and constraint and
the low-wavenumber part of the spectrum are discussed in
the next section.

The constraint involving the palinstrophy requires the
knowledge of the skewness coefficient S3. Following stan-
dard intermittency estimates,15 a Reynolds dependent skew-
ness S3 is prescribed according to
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FIG. 2. Log-linear variance-proportional enstrophy spectra k�D�k�� multi-
plied with Re3�/4. Line styles are the same as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Compensated spectrum F�k��. �– –� Spectrum from a 10243 DNS
�Ref. 10� at Re�=381; �—� fit based on Eq. �2�; �–·� CK exp�−�1k��, i.e., the
same fit based on Eq. �2� but without the bottleneck factor of Eq. �3�.
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S3 = C3 Re�
 , �10�

where C3 is a constant and  is an exponent which can
be determined to be21 =9
 /16. The constant C3 is infer-
red from the calibrated reference value of S3=−0.58 at
Re�=381, namely, C3=−0.25.

Finally, the four constraints now consist of Eqs. �7� and
�8�, complemented with conditions for the height and loca-
tion of the peak of Re3�/4D�x�=x1/3−�F�x� �cf. Fig. 1�b��.
Combining with Eq. �5� and canceling CK=2.0 leads to

� d

dx
�x1/3−�fL�x Re3/4�f��x���

x=0.167
= 0,

�11�
�x1/3−�fL�x Re3/4�f��x��x=0.167 = 0.70.

Here, f��x� is given by Eq. �2� �dependent on parameters
�1–�4�, while S3 is given by Eq. �10�, and �=
 /9. Further,
for the analysis in the current section, fL=1, i.e., the low-
wavenumber part of the spectrum is not included. The pa-
rameters CK=2.0, C3=−0.25, and 
=0.25 are held fixed �in-
dependent of Re�, while the values of parameters �1–�4 are
obtained from solving the above four constraints. To this end,
we employ the fsolve function of MATLAB, which uses a
trust-region dogleg method to solve systems of nonlinear
equations. For the numerical evaluation of the integrals in
Eqs. �7� and �8�, adaptive Lobatto quadrature is used, for
which standard functions are also available in MATLAB.

In Table I an overview is presented of the coefficients
obtained by solving these equations for the different cases.
As can be observed from the table, the coefficients �1–4 vary
slowly and monotonously with Re�, such that for practical
use, simple interpolation of results in this table could be
adequate to find values at intermediate Reynolds numbers.
Here, we refrain from proposing such interpolation, instead
suggesting that users simply solve the constraint equations
for any desired Reynolds number.

In Fig. 4, the resulting functional forms are presented for
Re�=257, 417, 732, 1201. As comparison, DNS spectra from

forced homogeneous isotropic turbulence at the same Rey-
nolds numbers are also displayed,11 and very good agreement
is observed.

V. BEHAVIOR AT LOW k AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENTS

Until now, the low-wavenumber correction of the
inertial-range spectrum �Eq. �4�� and its associated parameter
�5 were not used. The use of the representation of the low-
wavenumber modes in DNS of forced isotropic turbulence is
not relevant. However, for the representation of experimental
data with a significant infrared spectrum, fL �Eq. �4�� is use-
ful. In Table I an overview is also presented of the coeffi-
cients �1–5 obtained by solving the constraints now also in-
cluding Eq. �6� �i.e., �0

�x−5/3−�CKfL�x�f��xRe−3/4�dx=1� for
different Reynolds numbers. As commented before in Sec. II,
the low- and high-wavenumber functions fL and f� grow
mutually independent for increasing Reynolds numbers. For

TABLE I. Overview of �1–5 for different cases. The reference case used for the fit of CK and the height and
location of the intermittency-corrected dissipation peak �cf. Fig. 3� is displayed in italic.

Re� Ref. Fig. �1 �2 �3 �4 �5

257 DNSa 4 4.872 2.630 2.292 0.1275 ¯

381 DNSb 3 4.677 2.365 2.439 0.1212 ¯

417 DNSa 4 4.635 2.312 2.475 0.1200 ¯

732 DNSa 4 4.387 2.023 2.733 0.1138 ¯

1201 DNSa 4 4.190 1.822 3.013 0.1101 ¯

250 ¯ ¯ 4.972 2.957 2.019 0.1385 3.967

500 ¯ ¯ 4.569 2.261 2.457 0.1190 4.068

716 Expt.c 5 4.404 2.054 2.665 0.1144 4.136

750 ¯ ¯ 4.384 2.031 2.693 0.1139 4.145

1000 ¯ ¯ 4.265 1.901 2.868 0.1114 4.192

1250 ¯ ¯ 4.177 1.813 3.013 0.1100 4.224

aReference 11.
bReference 10.
cReference 1.
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FIG. 4. Compensated spectrum F�k��=�−2/3k5/3�kL��E�k�. �—; – –; –·; ¯�
Re�=257, 417, 732, 1201. �In black� DNS of forced isotropic turbulence by
Kaneda et al. �Ref. 11� �In gray� Fitted functional forms F�k��
=CKfL�k�Re3/4�f��k�� for the spectrum.
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Re�=500, the largest deviation we observed for �1–4 be-
tween cases with and without �5 is 3%. For Re�=750, this
difference further reduced to 1%.

We now turn to the active grid turbulence of Kang
et al.,1 using data from the first measurement station �x /M
=20� with Re�=716. Results of one-dimensional spectra are
presented in Fig. 5. For the functional form, the one-
dimensional spectrum is obtained from the three-dimensional
spectrum �Eq. �1�� using8 E11�k1�=�1

��y2−1� /y3E�k1y�dy,
with the auxiliary variable y=k /k1. Similarly, E22�k1�
= 1

2�1
��y2+1� /y3E�k1y�dy. These integrations are straightfor-

ward to perform using numerical integration for a large set of
k1 values.

Since the Kolmogorov scale in the experiments was un-
der resolved,1 the experimental uncertainty for the dissipa-
tion is about 10%. The experimental data in Fig. 5 are nor-
malized using �=19.7 m2 /s3, which is about 10% lower than
the estimated value reported in Ref. 1. Apart from this un-
certainty on the level of the compensated experimental spec-
tra, it may be appreciated that the shape of the functional
representation fits the experimental data very well. Similar
results �not shown here� are obtained for the data of Kang et
al. at downstream measurement stations.

In order to explore the limitations of our proposed func-
tional form, we try to represent the atmospheric data of
Tsuji,20 obtained at Re�=17060. These data are at a Reynolds
number Re� which is a factor 45 higher �and a factor �2000
based on Re� than the DNS data which were used to calibrate
CK, C3, and Eq. �11� in Sec. III. Unfortunately, we find that
the use of CK=2.0 combined with Eq. �10� �which would
yield S3=−0.99� does not straightforwardly lead to a good
representation of the experimental data. In Fig. 6, we present
a functional form with CK=2.3 and S3=−0.86, but further
using Eqs. �6�–�8� and �11� and this leads to a satisfactory fit.
The value CK=2.3, which is used for the Kolmogorov con-
stant, is in good agreement with Tsuji’s data: by taking into
account Eq. �9�, we find that the value CK=2.3 corresponds
to a one-dimensional constant C1D=18 /55CK� =0.64, which is

close to the value reported in Ref. 20. However, for S3, no
results were reported so no direct comparison can be done.

Though results in Fig. 6 demonstrate that the functional
form described in Sec. II can also be used to appropriately
represent atmospheric data at very high Reynolds numbers,
this was not achieved by straightforwardly carrying over the
value for CK and S3 obtained from Eq. �10�. Clearly, this
asks for further research.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the current work, we evaluated a new functional form
for the energy spectrum of high Reynolds number turbu-
lence, which accounts for bottleneck and intermittency ef-
fects. Central to a generic parametrization was the observa-
tion that the peaks of intermittency corrected dissipation
spectra collapse for a large set of DNS data with Reynolds
numbers Re� between 70 and 1200. This allowed us to state
two constraints on the functional form; together with con-
straints on the total integrated energy, enstrophy �related to
total dissipation�, and palinstrophy �related to the skewness
of the longitudinal velocity derivative�, these form a set of
five constraints, allowing a sufficiently flexible but well-
defined formulation of the functional form. First, a calibra-
tion of the functional form was performed based on DNS
data at Re�=381. This yielded the reference level and loca-
tion of the intermittency corrected dissipation peak, the
Kolmogorov constant, and a reference value for the skew-
ness S3. Subsequently, the functional form was evaluated at
different Reynolds numbers. Moreover, in the spirit of an
intermittency corrected energy spectrum, Nelkin’s21

Reynolds-number dependence of the skewness was used,
with the calibrated value at Re�=381 as a reference. In this
way, we compared the proposed parametrization of the en-
ergy spectrum with DNS and experimental data for Re� rang-
ing from 250 to 1200. Excellent results were obtained for all
these Reynolds numbers. Applications to data at much higher
Reynolds numbers, however, displayed some discrepancies
with the fitted parameter values. These difficulties show that
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further refinements of the functional form may be required
for applicability at very high Reynolds numbers. This is also
related to the longstanding question about universality of the
Kolmogorov constant22 and to the applicability of ap-
proaches based on matched asymptotic expansions.23

Finally, for experimental determinations of the dissipa-
tion rate when the viscous scales cannot be resolved due to
limited probe resolution, often the measured energy spectrum
in the inertial range is used, coupled with assumptions of
inertial-range scaling and assuming a universal value for CK.
According to Eq. �1�, results presented in this paper suggest
that one should also include the intermittency correction and
the higher value of CK�2.0 when determining � from ex-
perimental energy spectra in the inertial range. Alternatively,
the height of the intermittency corrected dissipation peak,
given in Eq. �11�, could also be used as a point of reference
for the determination of � �as long as the peak can be re-
solved in experiments�. However, the universality of CK re-
mains an important issue for the reliability of such a method.
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